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MEMORANDUM FOR: Charles E. Rossi, Assistant Director
i

Division of PWR Licensing-A

FROM: Ronald L. Ballard, Chief
Engineering Branch,

Division of PWR Licensing-A!

SUBJECT: FINAL DRAFT SSER FOR SEABROOK, UNIT I

We have reviewed the final draft SSER-5 for Seabrook, Unit 1, transmitted on
June 18, 1986. The review has been performed by S. Lee, J. Pulsipher, and
S. Chan, and coordinated by F. Rinaldi. The pages requiring changes are
enclosed.

In addition, the staff has reviewed the CRESS camera-ready copy of Sections
3.9.6 and 3.10. All of these sections are acceptable with the exception of
the enclosed marked-up page 3-19.

M
Ronald L. Ballard, Chief
Engineering Branch

Enclosures: As stated l

cc: V. Noonan )
E. Sullivan '

S. Lee
G. Bagchi 1

J. Pulsipher
H. Brammer
D. Jeng
S. Chan
F. Rinaldi

Contact: F. Rinaldi
X24708
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MEMORANDUM FOR: ictor Nerses, Project Manager
R Project Directorate #5

D ision of PWR Licensing-A

FROM: Cha les E. Rossi, Assistant Director
Divi ion of PWR Licensing-A

SUEJECT: FINAL RAFT SSER FOR SEABROOK, UNIT 1

!We have reviewed the final draft SSER-5 for Seabrook, Unit 1, transmitted on !
' June 18, 1986. The review as been performed by S. Lee, J. Pulsipner, and

S. Chan, and coordinated by K. Rinaldi of the Engineering Branch. The pages j
recuiring changes are enclosed.

\
In addition, the staff has revfgwed the CRESS camera-ready copy of Sections
3.9.6 and 3.10. All of these sections are acceptable with the exception of
the enclosed marked-up page 3-19.'z 1

\
| , Charles E. Rossi, Assistant Director
| ivision of PWR Licensing-A I

Enclosures: As stated \ l

| cc: V. Noonan !

| R. Ballard
| E. Sullivan !

S. Lee
G. Bagchi
J. Pulsipher

IH. Brammer -

D. Jeng
S. Chan
F. Rinaldi

Contact: F. Rinaldi
X24708
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configuration type. Representative envelope models are developed utilizing
conservative values of cable tray parameters, thereby facilitating their use to
qualify multiple applications. Any support configuration that is not qualified
by either testing or the envelope analysis approach will require a unique sup-

~

port evaluation. This evaluation can range in scope from a complete individual

support analysis (if the configuration differs significantly from any previously
qualified configuration) to an evaluation that addresses any minor difference
between the support and a previously qualified configuration. '

k
The angysis of cable tray support configurations will be evaluated against Kdetailed acceptance criteria. The acceptance criteria consist of the existing

. criteria included in the FSAR and, as appropriate, some enhancements of the_
~

criteria to reflect findings from the Seabrook-specific tests. The staff-
approved acceptance criteria were used, unless the test program results dic-
tated a necessary change. Among the key acceptance criteria considered were

^

structural performance criteria (e.g. , allowable stresses and strains, capac-
ities of connections, and tray holddown devices as supplemented by test data),
system displacement, and interaction criteria.

The final report entitled " Cable Tray Support Qualification Program" provides
|

a more detailed description of the qualification program, qualification methods,~

qualification criteria, and evaluation procedure. Included as an appendix to._

the report is a comparison of cable trays at the Seabrook Station with the
seismic experience data base of cable trays compiled for other plants.

|o
r

Evaluation Finding.

(1) Qualification by Dynamic Test Program

Three test configurations believed to be thi. most representative of site con-
ditions are used. They are (a) the trapeze support, (b) the typical floor-to-
ceiling support, and (c) the change-in-direction support. Each test configu-

^

ration is subjected to the following three different load sequences 'and input
levels:

(a) safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) test--one SSE test response spectrum (TRS)
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(b) fatigue test--five operating basis earthquake (0BE) TRS followed by one
SSE TRS

1

(c) fragility test--scaled up to 1.2 to 1.5 times the SSE TRS
H ,

._ .

4
^ '

ANCO Engineers of C 1ver City, California, performed the dynamic. testing of Xf
' Seabrook cable tray supports for Bechtel Power Corporation. Variables for

investigation incluoe types and manufacturers of trays, type and size of tray
supports, location of tray splices, number of tray tiers, configuration of

;

support systems, type and spacing of transverse and longitudinal bracings,
weight of cables, cable ties, etc.

.

~

The testing program demonstrated that the tested cable tray configurations-

possessed substantial seismic capacity. Testing results have shown that exist-
ing connections exhibit substantial additional rotational resistance and the
Seabrook cable tray systems exhibit highly damped responses. In summary, the

-

tests have demonstrated that the tested cable trays and supports can perform
their safety functions and maintain their structural integrity when subject
to design-basis loads. Therefore, use of these test data to qualify the portion |

of Seabrook cable tray and supports whose configurations are bounded by those |

of the tested ones is acceptable.
.

._

(2) Qualification by Envelope Analysis
.

The staff evaluated the proposed use of envelope analysis to qualify a class,

f of cable tray supports that exhibits similar configurations. Be:ause the I

analysis method involves development of representative-enveloped models and

conservative treatment of seismic analysis parameters (e.g., amplified response
spectra, tray support height, number of tiers, hardware type, and cable load-
ing), the results obtained should be applicable to the class of supports cate-
gorized as belonging to a group. Therefore, the proposed use of the envelope
analysis is acceptable, provided the grouping of supports is implemented and
documented in a conservative manner.
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(3) Qualification by Support-Unique Evaluation

Qualification of support configurations that are not bounded by the Seabrook-
specific full-scale tests and not amenable to the use of the envelope analysis
are implemented via support-unique analysis. Theanalyhalprocedurefor 8
such an analysis will comply with the seismic analysis and design criteria
previously approved by the staff. As applicable, it will also utilize the

support connection performance data obtained from the tests in refining the
development of finite element models for the seismic response analysis. Such

| an approach is acceptable because it ensures that supports this qualified in

| conformance with the FSAR acceptance criteria will maintain tauir safety func-
t. ions and structural integrity as well as exhibit seismic resienses consistent

h with those observed in the Seabrook-specific system tests.

(4) Use of 20% Damping in Seismic Qualification Analysis
.

The applicant has demonstrated the applicability of a 20% damping value for
Seabrook-specific cable tray supports through full-scale cable tray tests and
a comparative study of Seabrook cable tray behavior with those of the Bechtel

,

data-base-tested cable trays. On the basis of the reviews of the technical
justifications presented by the applicant, the staff concludes that the use of '

20% damping for Seabrook-specific cable tray supports when subject to input
-

1
-

acceleration levels of 0.35 g or greater for OBE and SSE conditions is
acceptable. .

y (5) Comparison of Seabrook Cable Tray seismic Responses With Those of
,

'

Seismic Experience Data Bases of EQE Inc.

The staff has reviewed Appendix A to the Seabrook Cable Tray Support Qualifi-
cation Program. The appendix provides a comparison of cable tray systems at
Seabrook with cable trays in the seismic experience data base compiled by an
applicant consultant, EQE Inc. Staff review found that (a) all parameters
associated with .the seismic capacity of Seabrook cable trays are enveloped by
data base cable trays, (b) most data base cable tray systems have experienced
seismic loads comparable to or greater than the seismic design-basis loads for
Seabrook cable tray systems, (c) cable tray systems constructed according to

3-6 Seabrook SSER 5 SEC 3
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

.

6.2 Containment Systems

6.2.1 Containment Functional Design

6.2.1.1 Containment Analysis

In the SER, the staff reviewed and found acceptable the applicant's analysis
- of the peak containment atmosphere pressure and temperature that would occur

during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). By letter dated May 17, 1986, and
by Amendment 58 to the FSAR, the applicant revised this analysis.

.

The principal changes were in the following initial conditions assumed as input
to the analysis:

(1) Initial containment pressure was changed from 0.5 psig to 1.5 psig.

(2) Initial refueling water storage tank (RWST) temperature was changed from.

86'F to 98"F; this resulted in a change in containment spray temperature
-

during the injection phase from 88*F to 100 F.
,

g The applicant's purpose in making these changes was to justify higher limits'
"

in the limiting conditions for operation in the Techhl Specifications for
*

these parameters (containment pressure and RWST temperature). This would pro-
vide greater operational flexibility for the plant.

As a result of this revised analysis, the calculated peak containment pressure
increased from 46.1 psig to 49.6 psig. However, because the containment design
pressure capability is 52.0 psig, this is acceptable.

i

!

Therefore, the staf f finds the applicant's revised LOCA pressure and temperature
analysis acceptable.

I6-1 Seabrook SSER 5 Sec 6 i
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10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3). The detailed evaluation supporting this conclusion is
,8 provided in Appendix M to this supplement.

| The initial inservice inspection program has not been submitted by the applicant.
This program will be evaluated, as a condition to the license, on-the basis of
10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4), which requires that the initial 120-month inspection inter-

|

val shall comply with the requirements in the latest edition and addenda of the
Code incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) on the date 12 months before
thedateofissfanceoftheoperatinglicense. This program will be evaluateda

after the applicable ASME Code edition and addenda can be determined and before
the first refueling outage when inservice inspection commences.

,W

.

|

_

__

i

|

| 5-
1 .-

,
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APPENDIX F

NRC STAFF CONTRIBUTORS -

The NRC staff members listed below were principal contributors to this report. !

Name Title Review Branch

Goutam Bagchi Section Leader Engineering

S. Chan

P. Om Chopra Senior Electrical Electrical, Instrumentation.

'~

JEngineer and Control Systems4
CleapyI

LawrenceCrher
"

Richard J. Eckenrode Human Factors Engineer Electrical, Instrumental' ion
and Control Systems

Robert J. Giardina Mechanical Engineer Plant Systems

John J. Hayes Nuclear Engineer Plant Systems

Sanford Israel Senior Reliability and Facility Operations
3 Risk Analyst' -

-

Karsch

"Obert TJi kwooo Siiner 4 :k M:r.:ger Er.gir. ;ri,,g lisun t!

- Lazevnick
'

f ,',,Y, . :..,', |: n,.Sam Lee- --

... . .:., ,,,,

-Yang Li Mechanical Engineer Plant Systems

W Lyon
F1a(44 k
Victor Herses Senior Project Manager Project Directorate #5

'

Donald J. Perotti Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness
3 Specialist

James C. Pulsipher Mechanical Engineer Engineering
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waterbox of the residual heat remover (RHR) heat exchanger (2 heat i
exchangers--2 nozzles each).

{
!

I

Reason for Relief: Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Category C-B requires a

volumetric examination of nozzle welds in vessels whose thickness exceeds
1/2 in, nominal size. The applicant states that, in the case of the Sea-
brook RHR heat exchangers, the weld geometries for the inlet and outlet
nozzles-do not have a configuration that can be examined with ultrasonic
techniques. Therefore, the preservice volumetric examination requirement
will be fulfilled by the construction radiography, and ultrasonic examina-
tion techniques will be developed 50 that maximum coverage will be achieved
at the first refueling outage..

The applicant reported that the subject welds received the ASME Code, Sec-
tion III volumetric and surface examinations during fabrication,-as well

{'

as the construction hydrostatic test. |

!

Staff Evaluation: The staff has reviewed the applicant's submittal includ-

ing figure 1, which shows the configuration of,. try RHR heat exchanger_ . . _

.i. .i
nozzle-to-shell welds. The staff.4oes not agree that these welds have a. . ,. -.

; configuration that*would prevent 100% examination with ultrasonic techniques. 1
,

.

s -; . *
.

p ,4 > However, the staff considers the ASME Code, Section III volumetric and sur--
.

,

'

.} . face examinations along with the construction hydrostatic test adequate to j

*

,, ,

" '''' '*
ensure the preservic'e structural integrity, provided that the ultrasonic

',
examinations are completed at the first refueling outage. Compliance with

' ' '

the specific requirements of Section XI at this time would result ins.-

hardships or unusual difficulties without a compensating increase in the
level of quality and safety.

H. Relief Request PR-8. Examination Category C-F, Pressure Retaining Welds
i

in the Containment Building Spray Piping
i

4

Code Requirement: Section XI, Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Category C-F,
Item C5.20 requires a 100% surface and volumetric examination on Class 2
piping welds over 1/2 in. Nominal wall thickness.

3

i

!
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J. Relief Recuest PR-9. Examination Category C-F, pressure Retaining Class 2
piping and pipino Branch Connection Welds j

k
Code Requirement: Section XI, Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Category C-F,
Items C5.21 and C5.22 require a 100% surf ace and volumetric examina-

tion on Class 2 pressure retaining piping welds over 1/2 in.Tminal wall
thickness; Item C5.31 requires a 100% surface examination on pressure k

'

retaining pipe branch connection welds.

Code Relief Request: Relief is requested from performing 100% of the pre-
service Code-required volumetric examination on Item C5.21 and C5.22 welds

.

(2 welds) listed in Table 1 of Relief Request PR-9.--

\
'

Relief is also requested from performing 100% of the FSAR augmented exami-
{

nation commitment (volumetric examination) on the 7 branch connection i
.

welds (Item C5.31) listed in Table 1 of Relief Request PR-9. The applicant V
reports that the Code-required surface examination was completed on these
welds.

Reason for Recuest: Geometric configuration, permanent obstructions, and/or
structural interferences prohibit 100% examination coverage of the Code-

-

-

required volume on 2 welds and 100% examination coverage of the FSAR
augmented examination volume on 7 welds listed in Table 1 of Relief
Request PR-9.

;-

Staff Evaluation: The staff has reviewed the applicant's submittal includ-
ing Table 1, which identifies the welds for which relief is being requested,
the Code item number, the examination angle and technique being,used, the

r
configuration of the weld, and the percentage of the Codef- br FSAR augmented
examination-required volume that was examined. In addition, the applicant
reported that the subject welds received the ASME Code, Section III volumet-
ric examination during fabrication and the construction hydrostatic test.

,.)'
Dn the basis of the above, the staff concludes that a significant percentage of

~~
.

} the Code- or FSAR augmented examination required volumetric examination has*

,

*

been performed and that the components would have to be redesigned in order to, ,

Seabroch SSER 5 14 Appendix M
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~ co nplete the remainder. Therefore, the staf f concludes that the limited pre- [
, service volumetric examinations and the Section III fabrication examinations,

-

,along with the hydrostatic test, provide an acceptable level of preservice
*

structural integrity and that compliance with the specific requirements of Sec-
(

tion XI would result in harcship or unusual difficulties without a compensating
* increase in the level of quality and safety.

IV CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the foregoing, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3), the staff has
determined that certain Section XI-required preservice examinations are im-

*

practical. The applicant has demonstrated that either (2) the proposed alter-,

natives would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety or (2) compli-
ance with the requirements would result in hardships or unusual difficulties
without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.,

The staff's evaluation has not identified any practical method by which the '

existing Seabrook Unit I can meet all the specific preservice inspection re-
guirements of Section XI of the ASME Code. Requiring compliance with all the
exact Section XI-required inspections would delay the startup of the plant in
order to redesign a significant number of plant systems, obtain sufficient.

replacement lomponents, install the new components, and repeat the preservice
-

examination of these components. Examples of components that would require
redesign to meet the specific preservice examination provisions are the reactor

; pressure vessel, the reactor coolant pump discharge nozzle, and a number of the
~

- piping and component support systems. Even af ter the redesign efforts, complete
compliance with the preservice examination requirements probably could not be

achieved. However, the as-built structural integrity of the existing primary
pressure boundary has already been established by the construction code fabri-
cation examinations.

On the basis of its review and evaluation, the staff concludes that the public in-
terest is not served by imposing certain provisions of Section XI of the ASME
Code that have been determined to be impractical. Pursuant to 10 CR 50.55a(a)(3),
relief is allowed from these requirements, which are impractical to implement.

Seabrook SSER 5 15 Appendix M
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I

ivalves smaller than 2 in, have been included in its valve operability '

qualification program.

;

Applicant Response The appropriate sections of the Seabrook FSAR have
been revised by Amendment 56, resolving this generic issue.

(3) At the conclusion of the PVORT audit, it was apparent that a complete list
of active valves had not been provided in the FSAR. The applicant was to
confirm that all active valves are correctly identified in the FSAR.

i

Applicant Response The safety-related BOP and NSSS valves have been identi-
fied in FSAR Tables 3.9 (B)-25 and 3.9 (N)-11 by Amendment 56. This issue.

,

_
-

is resolved.

(4)
~ At the time of the audit, most construction tests had already been com-

pleted. However, the hot functional tests were still in progress. The

applicant was to confirm that all preservice tests that are required be-
fore fuel load h' ave been completed.

/ W
Applicant Respon e app ' cant di not meet hisrequigment[tcommit-

psdng beTor[ refdope?ation. The
(Ted to completAt/ pres vice,

staff finds this acceptable and'will verify that the commitment is met._.

(5) At the time of the audit, approximately 10% to 15% of all pumps and valves
p important to safety had not been qualified. The applicant shall confirm j'

that all pumps and valves important to safety are properly qualified and i

installed. In addition, the applicant shall provide written confirmation
l

that the original loads used in tests or analyses to qualify pumps and I

valves important to safety are not exceeded by any new loads, such as those
imposed by a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) (hydrodynamic loads) or as-

4

built conditions.
A

Applicant Respon applican has commit ed to complete the qualifica-
tion of al safety-related ac pumps and befor fue1 M The
applicard

/J/h/4
d that this commitme w letter datedi

VJ
,_-

1
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INSERT 1

In a letter dated June 24, 1986, the applicant stated that preservice testing [
a component as required by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
will be complete prior to the operability mode requirement specified for
that component in the Technical Specifications, i.e., all preservice tests
on pumps and valves will be completed prior to fuel load. '

l- i

i
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INSERT 2

In a letter dated June 24, 1986, the applicant stated that all pumps and
valves requiring qualification are now qualified. All required loads have
been considered ;;d : be!'t ::ndition; h;;; t;;r. W and as,-built )
conditions have been reconciled to the original design. Based on this
information, the staff considers this issue to be resolved,

l

i

,

e
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